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This invention relates to exercise clubs, and
located within the weight 6 and it comprises a sig
naling device 7 loosely arranged between Separat
more particularly to a club which Will enable
ed abutments and movable to strike One of Said
the user to obtain special advantages of exercise
abutments to produce audible signals. These
and good health enjoyed by those who adhere to
the rules for swinging golf clubs. Relatively few
abutmentS may beformed in any suitable manner.
persons find it possible to obtain Such advantages
To illustrate One form of the invention, I have

by playing golf at frequent intervals. Therefore,

shown a sleeve 8 attached to the lower end of
said shaft 5 by means of pins 9 and 9. These
pins extend through the shaft 5 and also through

One of my objects is to Create a Special device, aS

a substitute for most convenient uSe in a home,

office, or other places, having the exercise advan

O

More specifically stated an object is to produce
a simple exercise club including a centrifugally
controlled signaling device whereby the user is
positively informed of improper exercise strokes.
Before using the new club, a perSon is given in
structions as to details of the Special movements
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tages obtained by a skilled golfer. Exercise of
this kind, when adhered to in accordance With the
golfing rules, provides for movements of almost
every muscle in the body.

Wided with an internal shoulder seated on the
20

of his body, including hands and feet, required

top of Said Cage to limit outward displacement
of the Weight, and this Weight may be cemented
to the cage.

for successful performance of numerous actions

In this form of the invention the signaling de

Which Will result in the desired exercise. A be

ginner will find it difficult to follow the instruc
tions. However, the centrifugally controlled Sig
naling device will advise him of errors in the
most difficult phases of his procedure, and there
by enable him to experiment until he learns just
hoW to produce the desired SWingS.
With the foregoing and other objects in View,
the invention comprises the novel combination
and arrangement of details herein described and
shown in the accompanying drawing. However,
it is to be understood that the Scope of the in

a cylindrical cage f, so as to securely anchor the

cage to the lower end of the shaft 5. The upper
portion of the cylindrical cage surrounds the
sleeve 8, but the lower portion of Said cage lies
entirely below this sleeve and also below the bot
tom of the shaft 5, so as to form an extended
pocket for the loose signaling device . The cage
A is in longitudinal alinement with the shaft 5.
As shown in Fig. 2, the Weight 6 may be pro

Vice
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is a loose ball confined between a lower

abutment 2 at the bottom of the cage, and an
upper abutment 3 at the top of the cage. This
upper abutment 3 may be formed by the bottom

of the shaft 5, or in any other suitable manner.
The lower abutment 2 may be provided with an

opening 4 as shown in Fig. 2.
It Will be readily understood that the ball

Will remain in Silent contact with the lower abut

ment 2 When the club is quickly swung in arcs
of circles. This silent contact with the lower

vention extends to variations and modifications 35 abutment 2 is due to centrifugal force and grav

described by terms of the claims hereunto ap

ity, whereby the confined ball is retained in silent

contact with the abutment 2 most remote from
pended.
the handle of the club. In fact, the club may be
Fig. 1 is a side View of an exercise club en
given a haphazard SWing in a complete circle, with
bodying features of this invention.
Fig. 2 is an enlarged Vertical section. On the line 40 the result of maintaining the ball 7 in silent con
tact with Said lower abutment 2.
2-2 in Fig. 1, showing a signaling device in a
However, the silent contact due to haphazard
Weight at the lower end of the club.
SWinging Would fail to accomplish the results of
Fig. 3 is a Section. On the line 3-3 in Fig. 2.
the present invention. To obtain the most bene
To illustrate one form of the invention, I have
shown an exercise club having an elongated han 45 ficial healthful advantages from his exercise, the
dle 4 at the top, long enough to receive both hands
user should be informed of the proper strokes, and

educated for Successful use of the club. Rapid
of the user, a shaft 5 extending downwardly from
said handle to a weight 6 at the lower end of the
SWinging of the new club will retain the weight
club. This weight 6 may be of any desired shape,
in Silent contact with the lower abutment 2,
and it may be made of any desired material. 50 but after the club rises to a plane above the hori
Zontal, a decrease in the speed of the swing may
For example, it may be in the form of a ball, and
it is preferably made of yieldable rubber to avoid
allow said Weight 7 to drop by gravity and strike
the abutment 3, thereby giving an audible sig
accidental injury to furniture during the normal
practice strokes of the club in a home or office. 55 nal to the user. An improper swing of the club
will result in this signal,
The centrifugally controlled signaling means is
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for audible contact with said loosely arranged
Special advantages appear in exercise of almost
signaling device during an improper swing of
every muscle in the body and limbs when the de
the club lacking the expected centrifugal force.
vice is employed without an audible signal.
2. An exercise club comprising a shaft having
With the left hand nearest the top of the club,
Swinging slowly to right and left, both arms fully 5 a handle at One end, a weight at the opposite
end, and centrifugally controlled signaling means
extended, a person will naturally pivot, rising
in Said weight to indicate improper exer
first on the toe of the left foot when swinging located
cise strokes, said signaling means comprising a
to the right and toe of right foot when swinging
cage attached to said shaft, the weight being pro
to the left. This practice is slowly followed, in
Creasing the arc until the person reaches an arc 10 vided with an internal shoulder seated on the top
of Said Cage to limit outward displacement of the
wherein the club is slightly above a horizontal
position. The user will then hear an audible weight, a signaling device loosely confined within
Said cage, the said cage being provided with a

click. After this preliminary study, the user will
remember the position of his improper swing. He

will then rapidly cock his wrists just before reach
ing that point, bending his light arm near the
body, while keeping the left arm straight but not
uncomfortable, and continue to a full back swing,
Without any audible signal from the club.
When these strokes of the body and wrists are
properly timed, there will be no audible signal.
However, when the user fails to make a perfect
SWing, the loose member 7 will contact with the
upper abutment 3, so as to produce the educa
tional Signal.
I claim:
i. An exercise club comprising a shaft having
a handle at one end, a weight rigidly secured to
the opposite end, and a centrifugally controlled
signaling means located in said rigidly secured
weight to indicate improper exercise strokes, said
Signaling means comprising separated upper and
lower abutments within said weight, and an au
dible Signaling device loosely arranged between
said abutments and movable to strike the upper
abutment to produce the audible signal, said sig
naling device being loosely seated on said lower
abutment, the lower abutment being most remote
from the handle to provide for normal silent con
tact with the loose signaling device in response
to the influence of gravity and centrifugal force,
the upper abutment being nearer to the handle

lower abutment most remote from the handle,

5
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Said Signaling device being normally seated on
Said lower abutment to provide for normal silent
contact with the loose signaling device in re
Sponse to the influence of gravity and centrifugal
force, and an upper abutment nearer to the han
dle for audible contact with said loose signaling
device in response to an improper swing of the
club.
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3. An exercise club comprising a shaft having a
handle at one end, a weight at the opposite end,
and a centrifugally controlled signaling means
located in and Surrounded by said weight to in
dicate improper exercise strokes, said signaling
means comprising separated upper and lower
abutments within said weight, and an audible
Signaling member loosely arranged between said
abutments and movable to strike the upper abut
ment to produce the audible signal, said signaling
member being normally seated on the lower abut

ment, said lower abutment being most remote

from the handle to provide for normal silent con

tact with the loose signaling member in response

to the influence of gravity and centrifugal force,
the upper abutment being nearer to the handle
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for audible contact with said loosely arranged
signaling member during an improper swing of

the club lacking the expected centrifugal force.
LOUIS A BENECKE.

